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PREFACE

Governor William Mdliken in his 1974 State of the State Mes-
sage, said:

"No single factor could have a greater bearing on the
State of the State this year than the energy crises."

Michigan has a crude oil defieit of 95%, a natural gas deficit of
96%, a coal deficit of 100%, and a deficiency of water power to
generate electricity. Few states have such potential for discomfort
and disruption due to an energy shortage!

Compounding Michigan's en y dilemma is its heavy emphasis
on motor vehicle manufacturing. The gasoline shortage has affected
automobile demand and caused large-scale lay-offs in the industry.

As the energy problem grew in Michigan, various groups
pondered its 'implications. One of these groups, Region 9 of the
Michigan Association of School Administrators, assembled an energy
conservation curriculum committee composed of educators,
representatives of Michigan utility companies, and the petroleum
industry. This group was charged with the task of providing
curriculum guidelines for the local development of energy
conservation programs in public school?. The guidelines Were to
reflect an interdisciplinary educational approach, and should be the
result of a coordinated effort of industry, commerce, education, and
government agenices concerned with the energy crisis.

The committee members viewed their charge as offering an op-
portunity for a cooperating group to examine the goals of education
(in the context of the energy crisis) as they relate to meeting the
challenge of today and building a better world for tomorrow. They
further agreed that their task was. to stimulate educators to plan
creatively for learning and teaching.
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I. ENERGY CONSERVATION: A PERSPECTIVE

'Scope and Nature of the Problem
An energy shortage descended upon the Americcin scene in the

fall of 1973. Whether the change in energy resources is real or an
illusion, whether it is a crisis or a crunch, whether it is temporary or
permanent are questions that are being debated. Whatever
answers are finally reached will not vitiate the need for educational
agencies to examine the problem and to formulate guidelines for
students, teachers, and administrators. The fallowing pages are
aimed at puttMg the energy crunch-crisis into a practically-oriented
guide for learners and teachers.

Among the thousands of words written and uttered about the
energy emergency, there are few, if any, that deal with a definition
of energy. The word is equated with power, force, strength, and
most often with fuel. It brings to mind pictures of'oil and natural gas
wells, coal mines, electric power plants, and possibly atomic fission.
The equating of energy with fuel seems to have been accepted to the
point that when an announcement is made that the president is to
speak on energy, newspapers quote a "spokesman" as saying that
the president will "lay out our,program dealing with fuel shortages."'

For most adults the idea of energy tis it relates to fuel (which is
transformed into energy) is clear and adequate. However, in an
educational corrtext, energy should be defined in such general terms
that it is understood as a concept. For this purpose the physics
definition of energy as the capacity to perform work or, a4Afifth-
grader paraphrased it, as."what makes things go" seems useMl. The
forms in which energy exists - mechanical, thermal, electrical,
chemical, radiant, and atomic are produced by appropriate
processes utilizing the transformation ,of various kinds of fuels. The
energy dilemma which is facing Americans is a part of a complex
problem related to fuel utilization and the standard of living. The
problem might well be considered as a by-product of success scess
in reducing hunger and cold, in increasing life span, in lowering in-
fant mortality, in raising farm output, and in easing the burdens of

Detroit NeNivs, January 19, 1974, p. 1.



physical labor. The scope of the problem, then, extends from home to
industrial complex, from individual to big governMent, reuching ac-
ross international boundpries, creating neW political, economic,
social, and human roles.

There is a direct relationship between energy use per person
and standard of living. Therefore, the actual survival of people in a
complex, technological society depends upon an adeqktiate,
deliverable sopply of all forms of energy. Opinions differ about the
availability of an adequate, deliverable supply of energy. William
G. Meese of Detroit Edison Company states, "There is no real shor-
tage of primary energy in this country''', while John W. Dure of
Consumer's Power Company says, "To put it simply, our nation's
energy appetite Inas now outstripped our ability to produce ade-
quate energy.'' A newspaper headlines "U.S. Self-Sufficiency by
1980 is Infeasible."'

While full knowledge about stockpiles of fuels for energy
production are not available, certain'other pertinent information is
known. The known data will serve to outline the scope of the energy
problem.

The United States has 6% .Of the world's population. It consumes
35% of the world's energy.

The United States has finite reserves of fossil (coal, oil, natural
gas) and nuclear (uranium) fuel. One-third of the total raw energy
resources goes into personal use, two-thirds into business and in-
dustry. Of the one-third for personal purposes, one-third is Used for
transportation and two-thirds for the home. One half of the business
an'd industry portion is used for the production of raw materials,
chemicals, plastics, process heat and the other half for transpor-
tation, agriculture, mining, etc. This total energy pie then can be
divided into thirds: one-third for personal use, one-third for the
production of raw materials and process heat, and one-third for
other business and industrial uses.

'William G. Meese, "The Man(Made Energy Crisis," NAM Reports,
,September 3, 1973, p.. 8.

'John W. Duane, Interview, February 13, 1974
t9'The New York Times, December 2, 1973
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Michigcin is an energy-poor state, importing more than 90% of
its fuel. Its vulneral.ility would be even greater without its proximity to
present direct pipelines.

It took millions of years for the natural creation of the fossil fuels
which our industrial, technological society will consume in a matter of
a few hundred years. In the perspective of the 5,000 years of
recorded history, the use of these f uels will be a brief episode. The
availability of abundant energy from them cannot continue to be as-
sumed. The people of the United States have created the highest
standard of living in the history of the world, and energy has been
the key to this progress. With a projected tripling of energy con-
sumption by the year 2000 based on current or improved standard of
living requirements, the scope of the energy emergency becomes
two-fold: immediate and long range. The immediate efforts at
solutions call for awareness, conservation, and care .in terms, of
societal and individual goals; the long range approaches require ac-
tion, research and development. The expectations of a better tomor-
row are dependent upon sound and timely individual and group
decisions on energy policies.

Implications for Education

Educators functioning within the present system are mer-
chandisers of the future. They have the power to transmit to the
young the deepest values, highest hopes, and most profoupd res-
ponsibilities of mankind. The future of education is the future of
society; at the same time the future of society is inseparable from
what is happening to children in schools now.

9



lhe educational system must plan for changes that appear to
be inevitable in an energy mutating future. If iilanning does not take,
place, then the changes will happen randomly in response to crises
and pi VSSUr V% from special illttqw,t groups Instead of orderly,
Understood evolution there might well be turbulent, misunderstood
disorganization. Daniel Bell hos written:

-lime, said St. Augustine, is a three-fold present:
the present cis we experience it, the past as (.1
present memory, and the future as a present ex
,ectation. By that criterion, the world of flip year

2000 has already arrived.. . .The future is not an
overarching leap into the distance; it begins in the
present

) Studies of the future will surely gain importance in schools as
long range planning became% necessary in many fields of human
endeavor. The energy crisis is one such area, having both national
and global significance. It may be that the energy crisis will be
instrumental in implementing futures research in schools.

Specifically the energy dilemma brings the school face to face
with long and short term implications. The more immediate res-
ponsibilities involve transmitting facts about fuel shortages as they
relate to energy as it relates to values as tlley relate to life styles.
Today's schools hold tomorrow's energy consumers and regulators..
The long range implications, then, go beyond definitions of terms
and helpful hints on conserving energy now. Educators are faced

,th reaching many learners of many ages in many situations, help-
ing them to clarify their values, set their goals, and.act on the basis of
their decisions. Energy must be recognized-as a topic for all classes
science and social studies, math and reading, recreation and leader-
ship training and treated in interdisciplinary sessions with input from
industry and community resources.

Daniel Bell, -The Year 2000 The Trajectory of an Idea," Dac lalus,
Vol. 96, No. 3 (Summer, 1967), Proceedings of the American
Academy of Arts & Sciences, p. 639.

10 10



Implications for Our Way of Life

Iii ty/2 the overuut, Amen«in houseludd everyday te.ed the
energy equivolent uf

.te, tft
,illii, rf ()11
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HMO Ow 19/3 energy crisis there were two widely a« epted
diveraent view ,. of the future of this (IVI`rwif Arnernon household
One held that exotit energy sources, developed before the end of
the (entuly, would revolutionize energy supply to such (In extent that
unlimited virtually free energy would liberate the members of the
household to refine social, ).conornic, political, technological arid
hunian relationships The other view; more pervasive since the 1973
focus on energy, pictured a significont reduction in available energy
by the end of the century resulting ir; changing life styles for the
members of the household so that they would fit Info ci lower energy
economy

Expressed national g0als of full employment, alleviation of
poverty, environmental quelity, and national security require-I
energy. The decisions made today about the value of these goals
relation to their energy cost to individuals and society will determ
future human life styles as well as present. ones.

Energy consumption and the satisfaction of human wants are
integrally linked More and bigger cars; more and longer vacations,
more arid fancier home apppliances require more and more energy.
Will an informed public drive s.maller, more efficient automobiles
more slowly? Will city workers living in the suburbs use mass transit
systems? How long will the novelty of 68 homes, offices and schools in
which sweaters are a necessity last? What happens to a leisure-
oriented society with no means of travel ond no cheap.energy hob-
bies?

Population change is another important determinant af energy
demand. Dr: Milton Russell, an economics professor of Southern
Illinois University, states that ''we can confidently assert that

1 I.



population will be highei m :Om) thon it e. noW It '.f.I.111% likely, then,
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for a ler.int oriented untiostool iety requile highet ()norm(
piodui tivity !he, tivity «In Only he achieved by aleater use of
energy consuming min hines tti In( WOW the output Of individual
workers, Lccniollin growth with the ac wmponying increase in energy
«msumption netei,sory foi social c honor,

Pollution control is a new industry that will create new energy
demand,. For the gleatel part of our industrial era pollutants have
been poured into the atmosphere and bodies of water ot almost no
«)st to the energy user Now the sooal costs of waste disposal appear
to have greater value than the donor costs, and an energy-en,
vuonment balance is being recommended. On what basis will in-
dustrial engineers, housewives, legislators, and environmentalist
interact to achieve a balance? The answer to this question strikes at
the heart of our industrialized society and ultimately must depend on
the basic goals we identify and quantify.

The -American way Of life" is dependent upon energy. At the
present time there ore 110 energy resources that will permit all of
mankind to enjoy the energy consumption of the U.S. and the
-American way of life Hopefully, the citizens of the U.S. will not
stumble nit° new or different ways for themselves and will not let
geographical chance dictate the way of life for anyone. The iden-
tification of long and short range quantifiable goals based on ar-
ticulated values will enable each person to lustify individual and
group energy consumption as it relates to ways of life. Social and
physical scientists, economists and politicians, artists and
humanitarians will have to work together to build the energy-
changed society of the 21st century.

'Milton Russell, "Energy, Economic Growth and Human Welfare",
Panhandle Magazine, Winter 1972-73`p. 8.

1.
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II. SUGGESTED GUIDELINES FOR STUDY
OF ENERGY CONSERVATION

Principles nergy Conservation 3

In a statement to the Joint Hearings on Conservation and Ef-
ficient 0.01F9f, Energy to the U.S1! House of Representatives in July,
1973, wiLi7543 R. Rails, Commissioner of the Michigan Public Service
Commissiori"--stated:

"The major requirement dramatically indicated by
current energy shortages. ..is9 new philiisophy in
energy policy at all levek. It sthould be aimed at
providing sufficient energy to meet,our present
needs through more efficient usage and cOnser-
vation rather than providing huge quantities of
cheap energy regardless of waste and .en-
vieanmental harms.

How can energy be conserved? (-1) By maximizing the efficient
production, distribution, and use of 'energy and minimizing the waste
of human and fuel resources. (This kind of conservation requires an
informed public involved in energy policy decisions.) (2) Establishing
a stat'ed energy policy aimed at promoting conservation rather than
consumption which can be adiculated and put into practice at all
levels of goVernment and in ener4 industries. (3) Energy conser-.
vation as it relates to environmental quality can be defined and ex-
plained. (For example, conservation measures can impeove en-
vironmental quality by reducing the amount of waste in energy
processes.) (4) Environmental controls can promote energy conser-
vation by increasing the cost of producing and,cons6r1iing energy. (5)
Consumer education programs can be impletnented. (6) Minimum ef-
ficiency standards can be established for building designs and ap-
pliances. (7) Tax incentives can be established for resear.ch and im-
plementation of more efficient industrial practices and processes. (8).
Another way to conserve energy would be to restrict its use. (This
course, however, would limit economic growth, reduce social

1'William R. Rails, "C nservation and Efficient Use of Energy: A State
Regulator's View", tatement to the Joint Hearing'S on Conservation
and Efficient Use of Energy, U.S. House of Representatives, July 10,

1973, p. 4. ,
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progress, and curtail environmental improvements. Although .it
would conserve energy, it is not a recommended means of conser-
vation, the main principle of which is wise use for the benefit of all
segments of society.)

Values Related to Energy Conservation

There ore no simple solutions to the energy emergency. It is
complex problem subject to pressures and demands from both
producers and consumers. It challenges individual and societal goals
and values, cost effectiveness, industrialization,- and progress, life
style and an adequate standard of living for everyone. Whcst.may be
considered aslechnologically feasible may be humonistically unwise.
Definifig such terms as wise use for the benefit of all (energy conser:
vation) requires value judgments and assumptions. One assumption
is that changes in energy consumption must be made since the
present economic and social structure 'are designed for .abundant
fuel supplied at low cost, a situation which no Jonger exists. The
changes could be as simple as individuals' voluntarily keeping their
homes wormer in sbmmer, cooler in winter, and observing gasless
days.. On the other hand, a total revamping of life styles could be
mandated if predictions of energy retrenchment and research and
development are not accurate.

The conservation of resources so. that subsequent generations
will have basic creature comforts is assumed as necessary for the con-
tinued development of mankind. There can be little argument with
the concept that no one generation should exploit its resources to the
detriment of the future of mankind. However, definitions of ex-
ploitation, present versus future good, adequate prediction and
forecasts of possible futures, and direct line consequences of actions
make the future hfe stylel of later generations'somewhat hazardous
in terms of present energy conservatiOn.

The development and utilization of new sources of energy
nuclear, geotherriial, solar is assumed as being necessary and
valuable despite the extensive capital investments. required.

Finally, an assumption is made that the American people, once
they have: complete information, can evaluate costs against total
benefits and make wise choices which will insure adequate energy, P
"good life- for all people, a booming economy, and environmental .

14
14
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quahty. Pohcies aniattitudes whkh are perceived as priority for- the
people of the United States must eventually be eylmined in terms
all mankind.

91,

Goals and Objectives

Goals are the.broad overarching prin, les which are the bases
far educational progronis. Objectives oVee specifk types of per-
formances necessary to realize the goals4asic gook for educotional
programs in Michigan are indicated in The Common Goals of
Michigan Education (Michigan State Department of Education,
1971). Common gook from this document which relate to energy
conservation programs are:

Citizenship and Morality

Goal 2 - Citizenship and Socicil Responsibility

Michigan education m,U'st assure the development of mature
and responsible citizens, wiih the full sense of social awareness and
marcil and ethical values needed in a heterogeneous society. It must
encadurage critical but, constructive thinking and responsible in-
volvement, with consideration far the rights of all, in the resolution of
the problems of 'our/society. . .

Goal 6 - Community Participation

Michigan education must develop effective means for utilizing
community resources and making these resources avpilable to the
community. ;1

Student Learning

Goal 2 7 Preparation for a Changing Society

Michigan education must encourage and prepare the in-
dividual to become responsive to 'the needs created and op-
portunities ,of forded by an ever-changing social, economic, and
political' environment both here and throughout the world. . .

'Goal 4 - Creative, Constructive, and Critical Thinking

Michigan education must foster the development of the ski,Ils of
creative, constructive and critical thinking to enable the individual to
deal effectively with situations and problems which ore new to his ex=
perience- in ways which encourage him to think arid act in an
independent, self-fulfilling, and responsible manner.



Goal 5 - Sciences, Arts and Humanities

Michigan education must provide on a con'tinuingbasis, to each
individual, opportunity and encouragement to gain'knowledge and
experience in the area of the natural sciences, the social sciences.. so
that his personal values and approach.to living may be enriched by
these experiences..

Goal 6 - Physical and Mental Well-Being

Michigan education must promote the acquisition of good:
heaRh and safety habits and an understanding af the conditions'

/necessary for physical and mental well-being. -

Goal 11 - Environmental Ouality

Michigan education must develop within each individual the
knowledge pnd respect necessary for the appreciation,
maintenance, protection, and improvement of the physical en-
vironment.

Goal 12 - Economic Understanding

Michigan education must provide that every student will gain vi
critical understanding of his role as a probucer and consumer of
goods and services, and of the principles involved in the production
of goods and services.

Representative Performance Objective

Objectives are those specific performan es which result in,tlie
attainment of goals. A performance objective has six elements. They
are:

1. A description of the learner(s) who will perform

2. A description of the behavior that they wiH perform

3. A description of the object of that behavior

4. A description of the time during which the behavior will be
performed

5. A description of the measvement methodology that will be
used to measure the behavior

6. A description of the criterion of success which would indicate
whether ,or not the objective has been met

16



Provided -herein are examples o performance objectives. Ex-
curapIes are provided rather than an e haustive list of objective's as
the particular objectives sought ar the l cal district, school, arid clas-
sroom levels will depend upon the locally aopted curric.ular ap-
Proctch. The grade level of each ex2tmple objective is given.'%

Given sets of statements about energy conservation that

areeitthoes that' are inftrenceVK-3).re
abtervations or inferences, the learner will

mprk h

Given a set of observations concerhing an incident or
situation:involving the conservation of energy, the
jeatner wiEl make a valid infer'ence concerning _that in-

'cident or situatiod (K-3).

.Given a simple experiment in Which a Physical or
Cheinicarchange takes place, thelearner will be able to
orally or: in wriijing describe the objects used, events'
which haPpen, and changes which occur (K-3).

Gixen a set of observations pertaining to on event, and
given a set of inferences, the learner can select those
inferences which account for the observations, (4-6).

'Given a hypothesis and a description of an investigation
to test the hypOthesis, the learner recommends which
variables shoulI be controlled to test the hypothssis (4:
6)

Given an issue or problem in science thafis being solved,-
the learner will identify new problems resulting from its
solution (7.9).

Given one set of statements indicative of scientific
evidence crnd one set of statements indicative of
opinion, the learner will identify at least one difference
between scientific evidence and opinion (7-9).

(

*Based 6n Michigan" Department of Education, Minimal pth_

formance Oblectives for Science Education in Michigan,-Lansing;
ichiga n Department of Education, January 1974.M

irr
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Given an.energy conservation situation, the learner will
rank those scientific.activities which are most likely to be
beneficial tO marr(7-9).

Given an energy conservation situation, the learner will
1-ist, at least two iteMs that explain the situdlion (7-9).

Given an appropriate problem in energy conervation,
a learner will become involved in a team effort directed
toward its solution (7-9).

III. REPRESENTATIVE ACTIVITIES AND RESOURCES

Activities

Due to the recent emergence of an emphasis omenergy conser-
vatiOn, there is no existing backlog of proven programs'and prac-
tices. There are, howe;ier, excellent examples of effective practices
and activities available. Brief descriptions of representative acti,;ities
are provided here as examples of 'distriCt-wide, local school, and,
nationally developed approaches to energy copservation.

Ecology Unit - Livonia.Public Schobls
,

The grade 4 social studies-progi-bni for the Franklin-Churchill
Region of the Livonia (Michigan) Public Schools includes'a unit on
ecology: Among the four main ideas of this unifare two which deal
with the propositions that, "Problems arise when the relationship
between man and his environment is disrupted" and that "Man is
developing many solutions for dealing with the problems of
ecological imbalance. The organizing ideas re'lated to these main
ideas are that, "In the process of meeting his basic desires and needs
through everyday living, man is disturbing his environment, thus
causing himself additional problems" and, "When man's wants-arid
oeeds cause environmental disturbances, he ". continually seeks
solutionsio these problems."

-Livonia Public'Schools, Franklin-Churchill Region:Ecology: A Social
Studies Program for Grade 4. Livonia, Michigan; livonib Schools,
Seatember 1973._
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The treatment of each main idea in the unit includes a series of
learning activities and provides notes to teachers on how to carry out
.these aZtivities. The unit and its activities were developed by. a corn-
mittee of teachers under the leadership Of the regional curriculum
coordinator. The Livonia program uses the Tab() social studies ap-

.
p roa ch.

In dealing with the,main idi concerned With disruption of the
lationship between mon and h environn4nt the "opener" activity
suggests that the teacher indica e:

"We have been talking 4out the relationship between
mon and his environment. What Aare some of the
problems man has created by. disturbing his. en-
vironment?"

1. "We haie mentioned the idea of pollution. What
do you think of when you hear theword pollution?" (List
these, group, and- label.)

2. "Looking at all Your responses, what can you say
pollution means?"

Suggegted Activities

Bring in pictures of pollution. -

Create a two part ,mural showing a
clean environment and a polluted one.-

Observe or describe any polluted
area of your community.

3. "Let's take crlook at the problems you defined
before. Do you have any to add? From this list of
problems we have developed, let's choose5 problems
that you would like to learn more about."

The'representative chart which is provided in the "notes" part of
the unit suggests the problems of water pollution, energy crises, food

'shortage, land .use, waste, and garbage. The students are asked.to
determine the probable capes cl-nd effects related to thes4 problem
areas, and to develop solutiOns to the problems. It is suggested that
the students be divided into groups to research the causes and effects

.-related to each problem.
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The "opener" activity for the main idea concerning developing
many solutions for. de8ling with problems of ecdrogical imbalance
suggests that:

'Ve hove examined the problems and said that
they are caused by our wants. Now what are some
of the things that are being done to solve some of
these rroblems?" (The categories listed are: water,
energy, food, land,waste.)

A whole series of activitie related to these problem areas are
suggested including the follow dealing with tranSportation and
energy utilization:

Given the information belo , what are some of the
things we can do to conserv energy?

Transportation

Moving people and freight accounts for about 25% of
the energy consumed in the United States. Half of this
amount is used by automobiles..

Larger..cors with more powerful engines consume more
fuel than small one-s. For example, a car weighing 5,000
lbs. uses over twice as much fuel as one weighing 2,0,00
lbs.- Other features such as air conditioning and
automatic transmissions contribute to fuel consumption.

Some suggested answers:

Buy a car no larger or more powerful than you need,
without unnecessary features.

Walk and ride bikes. Half of all automobile trips now
,cover less than 5 miles.

Ride Oublic transportation where available.

Organize car pools.

Encourage the building of better public tr'ansportation
systems in your community.

Have your car periodically maintained and keep it
tuned up.

The unit includes..lists of resources, instructional media, and ex-
amples of diagramsAnd visuals.
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Project SEE -.Wyandotte Public Schools

Projed SEE (Strategies for Environmental Education) of the
Wyandotte (Michigan) Public Schools deals with environmental
concerns through a student initiated curricular process. It utilizes
doss-age student Quest Teams consisting of an elementary, a junior
high school, and a senior high school student. Quest in the title of the
team refers to ,both the process of questioning and to questing for
'knowledge.

The Quest Teams become operative in response to teacher, ad-.
ministrathr, or community member questions or concerns relating to
the environment. The team meets with the person raising the concern
(usually a teacher) and proceeds through an instructional process
which includes:

An initial conferente th determine the teacher's (or re-
questhr's) goals.

A second conference where the team plans an ap-
'propriate approach with the teacher. Other students
(users) may join in this conference. A GREEP (GrOovy En-
vironmental. Education Package) is developed by the
team as a result of this conference.

A third conference is held where tl4e4finished GREEP is
review*d and necessary equipment and materials for
implementation of the GREEP are specified.

. A GREEP is an instructional package including:

Title: Energy

Target Vpulation: Secondary to Adult

Statement of Broad Purpose: The purpose of this GREEP
is to acquaint students with present and potintial

. sources of, energy.

Knowledge: The class should learn:

1. 4fhe presenf sources of energy in the United
States.

2. Hbw we yse energy.
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3.The estimated reserve of these energy sources.

4. About the fallowing possible future enerby
sources:

m) fossil fuel sources
b) nuclear fusion
c) nuclear fission
d) hydroelectric energy
e) wind energy
f) tidal -energy
g) solar energy
h) geothermal energy

5. How electricity is made by experimenting with
a hand-crank generator.

Skills: This GREEP does not attempt to teach any par-
._

ticulor skills.
,

Attitudes: Students should come away fi-om this GREEP: fp

1. Motivated to try in their own way to conserve energy.

2. Supportive of attempts to develop new energy sources.

3. Refusing to take existing power sources for granted.

The Quest Team teaches the GREEP to other students with the
teacher in a facilitating role as discipline monitor.

A GREEP may last from one class period to tv;go weeks of class

time.

A list of specific instructional activities; equipment needed; ver-
bal anolipictorial description of each item af instructional media with
suggested commentary; set of special instructions including a team
introduction and background materials, directions for use of special
equipment (hand crank generator), and suggestions for using the
evaluation instrument provided is included. Follow-up activities are
also suggested.

Evaluation is done by the Quest Team and is usually ready
within 48 hours.

,Project SEE is now in its thir-ci year of operation and will transfer
comPletely to local funds next year. The team activity is being decen-
tralized to develop Quet' Teams at each school. These teams will
operate interpally in each school with the vross-age aspect corres-
ponding constricted. 2 2
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Energy Crisis Study Unils
Utica Community Schools'

r,
A series of lesson plans for investigating epergy and the energy

crisis have been developed by the Utica (Michigan) Public Schools.
Following a format suggested by the U.S. Forest Service for lessons
dealing with environmental investigations, the lesson plan cOnsists of
a series of activities or tasks followed by discussion questions. Each in-
dividual task is a self-directed activity that is placed, on a 'card for
student use. Task cards have been developed at the upfDer elemen-
tary and juniar-high school levels. Tasks and other materials are also
being developed for the lower elementoiry grades.

Each investigation is intended to involve ..the student in the
processes of learning to develop an understanding and feeling
about his environment and each includes(1) an open question (elicits
data and participation), (2)- focusing questions (draws attention to
specific data), (3) interpretive questions (seeks relationships), and (4)
a capstone question (calls for a summarizing or generalizing
statement). Summaritorquestions conclude the investigatiOh. Cognitive
and affective behavioral outcomes are listed as is a list of materials
needed.

Sample tasks are:

Describe in writing the meaning of the statement:
"Energy makes the Work0 go Round"

Make and or do a crossword puzzle about energy.

Have an essay contest based on some, aspect of the
energy crisis.

Take a field tr:ip to a power plant, oil refinery, working
windmill, coal mine, etc.

Make a survey of energy resources in your community.

Teacher's Environmental Resource Unit: Energy and Power
Brevard County School Board (Cocao, Florida)

The Broad Spectrum Environmental Education Program,
Brevard County School Board (Florida) has produced a teacher's
resource unit on ',energy and power. This resource unit was
developed by the Econornigri Moral Environteam as part of the Broad

'B'revard County School Board, Economic, Moral Environteam
Teachers Envkonmental Resource Unit: Energy and Power,
Cocao, Florida; Brevard County School Board, 1972 (ERIC.K) 067
303)
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Spectrum Program of the Brevard Schools. It inclu-des background in-

formation on the energy ond power sources of solar energy, fossil
nuclear energy, geothermal energy, superconductivity,

magnetohydro-dynamics, and waste recycling. It also deals with mOn
and energy, energy efficiency, energy and the American family, and
fossil fuel consumption and pollution. No pupil activities or instruc-
tonal materials are included as the intent of this uriit to provide sub-
ject related background information for development of the instruc-

tional program

' Energy Conservation Unit - Northrup School
RiVer Rou.ge Public Schools

4,
An example of a classroom developed unii on energy conser-

vation is that of Mr. Larry Bohner, seventh grade teacher at Northrup
School, River Rouge i'Michigan) Public Schools.

The -primary source of materials and information for Mr. ,
Bohner's unit was thexewspaper. Two iss.ues of the Junior Scholastic
magazine i the October 11, 1973 issue di-aling with "The Energy
Question" and the November, 29,. 197n issue discussing "Arab
Nations in the "70's") were used for supplemental materials when thv
unit was taught during December, 1973.

Students were encouraged to develop projects covering all
,t ects of the energy crisis from the Middle East War to the threarof

ds rationing. Points were awarded for each project. Many of the
pojeE4s were very original, reports Mr. Bohner, and included charts,
posters and maps. One display ot toy soldiers depicted EgYptian and
Israeli soldiers on either side of the Suez Canal. Pictures and articles

on political leaders and ihe people themselves were pasted on the
sides of the display box for this project.

Mr. Bohner indicates that a project approach was used, ". .

because materials are limited in this ared . . .The newspaper
provides a plentiful source of material whith is easily accessible to
most of the students. The response itas much better than I expected
and I was particularly gratified to npte the work and effort done by
sorne of the lower achievers."

Jelly Bean Ecology,- Elgin Public Schools

Robert Deem, Science and Outdoor Education Coordinator.,
School District U.46, Elgin, Illinois, reports in the March, 1973 issue of

Science and Children on the use of, "rnakini believe" through role-
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playing as related to the food cycle and more specifically the

"energy pyramid" that exists in nature.

The concept of the energy pyramid, and man's ddminate rale in

this process, illustrates another aspect of the total energy picture. The
"energy pyramid" begins with the basic units of energy that are
found in the soil, air, water, and radiant energy froM the sun. These

basic units are capable of being...used by only those living things
equipped with proper facilities for converting bosic energy into living

matter, namely, 'the green plants 'or ptoducers. Animals are the
primary consumers of the energy generated since they-alone are
able to retrieve energy directly from the producers. Due to in-
complete digestion and consumption, however, among other factors,

it is estimated that only 10 to 20 percent of the plant (producer)
energy is accessible to the plant eater (primary consumer). There are"
also secondary consumers (meat eaters) and tertiary consumers
(predators) in the natural hierarchy. Man plays a dominate role in
this pyramid because he has the capability of controlling all of its
levels through a variety of agricultural and environment actions.

To illustrote the concept of the energy pyramid Mr. Deem
suggests the Use of a bag of jelly beans, some plostic bags, and a
class of willing,students.

Twenty jelly beans are placed in each of twenty plastic bags.
Each jelly bean represents one unit.of energy. Twenty volunteers are
selected to act as "producers" or green plants.'Each "plant" receives
one bag of 20 energy units (ielly beans). (The natural process of how
green plants make use of soil, water, air, and sunlight can be
reviewed at this time.)

.
Each "plant" has'to "store" 15 units of energy by leaving them in

the bog. The "plant" eats the 5 units remaining since these would be
used by the plant for, respiration and its normal activity. (There are

now only 300 units available instead of the 400 originally available.)

Four volunteers are selected to act as "prirnory consumers" or
plant eaters. Each -plant eater" collects 60 units from the "plants"
and puts them in a plostic bag. This may be done in any combination

as long as each "plant" retains three units. The "plant eater" now has
60 units of energy and eoch "plant" has 3. These 3 remaining units
represent the roots and part of the stem still in the ground necessary
for new growth, and new energy.

Robert Deem "Jelly Bean Ecology," Science and Children, March
1973, p. 12-14.
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As most p4ant eaters require large amounts of energy, the
"plant eaters" artay eat 30 units (jelly beans) leaving 30 units stored.
In nature these urtits would be stored as flesh, bone, fat, and internal
organs.

Two students are chosen to act as "secopdary consumers" or
meat eaters. The "medt eaters" collect,60 units of energyfrom any of
the "plant eaters." In nature this would result .fromtge cptch of a
-plant.eater." Each "meat iater" now has 60 units of energy., Thirty
of these can be used up (eaten), but 30 of these must be siored:

,F.inagy a predator (chosen from those left in the class)sollects the
60 units remaining of the Oriinal 400.

The procedure outlined above dramatically illustrates the
concept and operation of thes.'energy pyramid." Mr. Deem suggests,
several questions for thought and 'action in his article.

A Teaching Unit for
Energy Education in Elerilentary Schools

The United States 'Jaycees
1-The United States Jaycees, as part of,their Youth-Program or

Energy Education, have produced a Teacher's Kit "A Teaching Unit
for Energy Education in Elementary Schools.' This unit wal"
prepared by Mrs. Connie Aldrich Qualmärr, of the Farmington
(Michigan) Public Schools.

The purpose of the unit is to create an energy.thrift ethic among
each student. A unit outline is provided which- includes (.1) a
vocabulary list, (2) means by which energy is produced and
transmitted for home use, (3) man's past, present, .and future needs'
for and sources of energy, and (4) the causes, implitations; and
student action related to the energy crisis. 'A list of activities and
teaching suggestion's is provided, as well as a list of resource

. booklets.

Some of the activities suggested 'include:

List all the things in your home that use energy. Think
about which ones are really necessary. Circle those
which you can do without.

Available from y\our local Jaycee Chapter or Mr. Barry P. Walsh,
Chairman, EnergyKonservation Programs, MI higan Jqycees;30247
Wicklow Court, FcHington Hills, Michigan 48024.
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Think abdut the way energy is used in your home-. Make
a list of things in your home that use energy. Classify the
items on your list according to the kind of energy they
use (electricity, gas, oil, coal). Predict the kind of energy
you use the most in your home.

Learn how to read your electric meter to determine how
much electricity is used in your home.

Think of ways in which electricity can be conserved in
your school. Choose one of your suggestions and test it to
determine how much electricity can be saved..

The overall Youth Program for Energy Education utilizes Samyv
Saver, Super Energy Aide as a symbolic entity. A -Sammy Sa,
Award of Merit and pledge is provided for those students Alia"
pledge to'conserve ene y

The Energy-Environment Game-- Edison Electric Institute

The Energy-Environment Gar'ne is an educational simulation tor
classroom use available through the Edison Electric Institute.* It de ly

with society's demand for incieasing -amounts of electric energy q
the complex questions which result. The game provides problem-spi./
ing situations for junior and senior high school students.

Each Environment Game package contains the materials nec
sary for a class of 32 students. The game may be played by as few
20 or as many as 40. Thirty-two players' guides, a teacher's guide, d
filmstrip and. record, a wall poster map, 8 sets of prime source (I,
formation, and site selection information are included .

During the game students must make decisions regarding tjv
present and future needs for electricity, a proposed site for a
electric generating plant, and a choice between fossil or nucl

t:3
fueling. During this, process attitudes are analyzed, positi
statements prepared, discussion takes ploce, public hearings qt,0
held, and research is undertaken.

Thet-e are no predetermined answers in the game. Val4
judgements are made by the students based, an researcl-N,j
'evidence. There is no time limit on playing the game. It can be play ,4)
in as few as six class periods or can continue for two weeks or mor;

*Orders and inquiries should be addressed to: Dr. Richard
Scheetz, Coordinator, Education Services, Edisan Electric Institute, tr.0
Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016.
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Energy Crisis (What You Can Do About It)
Standard Oil_ of Indiana,

The Vier,° Crisis
ground in;bacK

(What You Can Do About It) is a resource
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Boilinb Water Reactor (film) color, 10 minutes

Grades: 7-12

Graphic animation and illustrations are used to describe
the operation of a boiling water nuclear reactor, how
water slows the speed of neutrons and the safeguards
employed in nuclear plants. (Consumers Power)

A Consumer's Guide to Efficient Energy Use in the
Home (brochure)

Various ideas for energy conservation in the home. (As-
sociated Petroleum Industries)

Do You Know! (brochure)

Discussion of var'ious aspects of natural gas. Includes
short quiz. (Associated Petroleum Industries)

EnerCon Checklist (wall chart)

This is a colorful pop-art wall.chart for classrooms which
contains a variety of helpful ideas on energy conser-
vation. (Consumers Power)

-The-EnerCon Puzzle (crossword puzzle)

Grodes: .7-12

This crossword Puzzle on the sObject of energy conser-
vation provides an opportunity, for students to learn
more about today's shortage of energy resources, as
well as terrns and concepts related to conserving energy.
,(Consumers Power)

The Energy Challenge (film) color, 25 minutes

A thought provoking energy report brings one of the
vital issues of our time into focus, with a study bf man's
,endles,s search for new sources of energy. (Consumers
Power)

Ihe Energy Crisis (slide/tape)

An overview of the energy crisis (available September,
)974) (Michigan Conspliddted Gas)

2 9
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Energy (brochure)

Hints on how to save energy in the home. (Michigan Con-
solidated Gas)

Energy from the Artic (film) 29 minutes

A fascinating film about Alaska and northwest Canada;
the site of a multi-billion-dollar project aimed at easing
the nation's energy shortage. Beautiful photography
depicts the land, its people and wildlife as viewers
watch progress of a 3,000-mile natural gas pipeline.
(Michigan Consolidated Gas)

The Energy Gap: What It's All About; Why It May Get
Wider; How to Keep the Nation from Falling Into It
(brochure)

(Associated Petroleum Industries)

ie Energy Problem and You: Student's Guide to
Energy Conservation (folder)

This publication opens with a short synopsis of the
energy shortage facing America today and provides a
list of ways to conserve energy that will furnish a range
of topics for discussion periods. Also included are
suggested group projects relating to energy resources
and their conservation. (Consumers Power)

Energy and Today's Environment,(booklet) 20 pages

(Available as a reference booklet for junior high and
high school teachers and as student's text.)

This booklet featuring varied scientific techniques,
begins with primitive man's need for energy and
develops through a projection of future needs. (Con-
sumers Power)

Environment and Technology (filmstrip) 179 frames,
color (divided into eight chapters)

(Complete printed narration script with suggested ques-
tions to encourage discussion included for teacher
reference.)

Grades: high school, adult

Man's need to seek a balance between creature corn-,
forts'and a healthy environment is discussed in this color-
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fur filmstrip, which is divided inio two partt, each in-
cludin4 four pcnises for discussion. People are deman-
ding On ever higher standard of living, complete with
the ,moderri conveniences that advancing technology
has prOduced. At the same fime, there is a growing
concern'about the impact of this technology on the air,
water and land essential to man's .existence. The
filmstrip suggests some answers. (Teacher's guide and
Film Supplement Kit available) (Consumers Power)

Environmetital Quality Instructional Resiturce Kits
(kit)
Grades: aVailable in elementary, middle school, high
school kits.

These complete instructional resource kits on en-
virpnmental quality include for teachers: a manual, ac-
tivity .juide, tests, wall charts, glossary, bibliography
and supplementary resource list; and, for students; a
text, environmental career guide and environmental in-
volvement checklist. The kits were developed in con-
sultation with educators and educational editors in res-

ponse to the,growing need for factual comprehensive in-
formation on the interrelationships of environment,
ecolo0 and energy. (Consumers Power)

Facts About Oil (booklet)

An overview of the petroleum industry from the first well
drilled in 1859 to the present - covering exploration, ,
production, refining, transportation, marketing, and the
future. (Associated Petroleum Industries)

Fuel for the Future (film) 17 minutes

Developing new reserves of gas and oil for future nee&
is the subject of this timely film. You'll travel offshore in
the Gulf of Mexico, to the Badlands of North Dakota and
to the remote Artic as the gas industry searches for sup-
plies to meet the growing energy demands. (Michigan
Consolidated Gas)

Gasoline: Questions Answeri (brochure)

(Associated Petroleum Industries)
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Geology and Natural Gas (film) color, 1 5 minutes

Grades: 4-9

This presentation illustrates the geological location of
natural gas in sandstone beds and the problems of tap-
ping it for use. Success in harnessing this important
natural source of energy is an example of the ability of
scientists to control the environment and extract from it
mankind's daily needs. (Teacher's Guide available)-
(Consumers Power)

The Hidden gea (film) 28 minutes

Centuries ago much of Michigan was covered by an
inland sea. As time passed, a geological formation
known as the Michigan Basin was formed, containing
gas and oil deposits. This documentary shows how the
buried rock formations are being converted into reser-
voires to store natural gas for winter needs. (Michigan
Consolidated Gas)

The History of Natural Gas (Comic book)

(Michigan Consolidated Gas)

The History of Natural Gas (booklet) 16 pages,
available in classroom atiantities

Grades: K-6

This cartoon booklet is designed to help younger
students learn through pictures about the discovery,
development and uses of natural gas. (Consumers
Power)

Impact (film) color, 28 minutes

Grades: 7- 10, adult
,

A story that tra s the production, transmission and uses
of natural gas, this-film includes an introduction to some
of the 25,000 by-products manufactured 'from, natural
gas components. The story begins with a geologist locat-
ing natural gas de posits, illustrates types of equipment
used in production, describes how gas-flow is controlled,
and finally, shows how gas is used in.the home, business,
and industry. Emphasis is based on the, impact natural
gas can have on the growth and prosperity of a com-
munity. (Consumers Power),)

°1",'
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Instant Power (booklet) 16 pages, available in clas-
sroom quantities

Grades: 7-12

This illustrated booklet traces the history of energy from"
muscle power to electric power, and the history of elec-
tricity from Greeks to Edison. It describes the methods of
making electricity from coal power to nuclear power,
and shows how electricity is used to do work for us.
(Teacher's Guide available) (Consumers Power)

It's Your Energy. . . .Use it Wisely! (brochure)

One-hundred hints on how to use electricity more effec-
tively. (Detroit Edison)

Liquid Natural Gas (film) color, 15 minutes

Grades: 8-12

This contemporary scientific film explains changing
natural gas to liquid by extreme cold (cryogenics). It
shows how natural gas can.be handled, transported
and stored more easily as a liquid; and points out new
uses and possibilities for liquified natural gas. (Teacher's
Guide and Film Supplement Kit available) (Consumers
Power)

Ludington Pumped Storage Power Plant (booklet) 6
pages, available in classroom quantities

G-rades; 7-12

The pumped storage hydroelectric power plant under
construction near Ludington wi(1 provide Michigan with a
huge new source of instant power. The folder outlines
capacity, size, and basic operation of the plant and in-
cludes a general description of how pumped storage
hydroelectric generation works. (Teacher's Guide
available) (Consumers Power)

Louisiana Legacy (film) 28 minutes

Visit the beautiful "Cajun Country" of Louisiana, and
view offshore exploration in the Gulf of Mexico and his-
torical developments along .a pipeline as it carries gas
from the south through eight states to northern markets.
(Michigan Consolidated Gas)
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Man and His Environment (filmstrip) 206 frames,
color (divided into eighi chapters)

(A complete printed narration script with suggested
questions tj encourage discussion included fpr teacher's
refee de

Grades: iddle school

Environnental discussion may be prompted by the. use
of this timely filmstrip,.which is divided into two parts,
each including four pauses for discussion periods. The
film covers historical and modern causes of pollution.
Some solutions are suggested, as well as the idea that
environmental improvement will take man's total effort.
(Teacher's Guide and Filmstrip Supplement Kit
available) (Consumers Power)

Michigan Electric Power Pool Control Center
(booklet) 8 pages, available in classroom quantities

Grades: 7-12

A look at the operations of the Michigan Electric power
pool helps explain how Consumers Power and The Det-
roit Edison Company insure reliable electric service to
fheir customers, and how tbe pool is interconnected with
the eight-state East Central Area Reliability Coor-
dination Group. (Teacher's Guide available) (Con-

:
sumers POwer)

Power to You (booklet) 16 pages, available in
ckilIrearn quantities

Grades: 4-9

This cartoon booklet tells young people the story of elec-
tric energy sypply and use in Michigan, and provides in-
formation about career opportunities. The story takes .
the reader on a quick tour of the statewide electric
network, including emergency power and electronic
computer facilities. (Teacher's Guide available) (Con-
sumers Power)
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Nation's First Synthetic Natural Gas Plant (folder) 4
pages, available in classroom quantities

Grades: 8-12

To meet the growing demands for natural gas, an im-
portant break-through has come with the construction of
the nation's first synthetic natural gas plant. This plant at
Marysville, Michigan, is designed to make natural gas
from the liquid by-products of distant gas wells.
(Teacher's Guide available) (Consumers Power)

Natural Gas Operatians 'Folders (three 4-page
folders)

Grades: 9-12

Natural Gas for Tomorrow Is Stored Underground, The
Computerized Gas System Control System, Compressor
Stations Move the Gas, depicts (1) underground storage
of quantities of natural gas which would fill an
imaginary tank measured one cubic mile; (2) an elec-
tronic "brain': at the control center in Jackson watching
over 1,300 miles of high-pressure pipelines; (3) giant'
heart-like compressors speeding natural gcrs'on its way
to customers. (Teacher's Guide available) (Consumers
Power)

Natural Gas Operations Folders (three 6-page
folders)

Grades: 5-8

Storing Energy Underground, This is the Control Center,
and Those Powerful Energy Pumps, describe the same
natural gas operations as the folders for the high school
level but are written for middle school, lel& students.
(Teacher's Guide available) (Consumers Power)

Natural Gas Serves Our Community (booklet) 16
pages, available in classroom quantities

Grades: 5-9

This educational booklet on natural gas and energy and
service explains how gas is found, drilling procedures,

3 3
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regLilation and distribution through pipelines, pumping
processes, underground storage, and consumer uses.
(Consumers Power)

Natural Gas Serves Our Community (booklet)

Grades: 2-4
tt

This is 6 new, lower elementary version of an
educational booklet on natural gas energy (with the
same titl) that has been popular with upper elementary
teachers for several years. The booklet explains how gas

is found, drilling procedures, distribution ,throug h
pipelines, pumping processes, underground storage
and consumer uses. (Consumers Power)

NOTE: At both the 2-4 and 5-9 grade levels, a kit is also
available. It combines the booklet with a colorful
27-cutoui project which tells the story of natural gas

\ energy in a typical community. The cutouts can be
used on a biftletin board with thumb tacks, on
blackboards with masking tape, on tables or on felt
boards. (Consumers Power),

New for Tomorr w (film) 28 minutes

Produced by th Alaskan Department of. Natural
Resources, this d cumentary shows how fuel from the
North Slope can be transported through the wilds
without affecting the habitat of the ATtic animals.
(Michigan Consolidated Gas)

----N

NorthitioCst (film) 20 minutes,
Sail on ocean freighters to the industrial heartland of
America .. . an area of great natural beauty. See how
energy is conti-ibuting to a better way of life around the
Great Lakes. (Michigan Consolidated Gas)

Nuclear Power and the Environment (film) color, 12
minutes

Grades: 7-12

This film, produced by the U.S. Atomic Energy Com-
mission, shows how electricity is produced with nuclear

3
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fuel, and documents the future needs far
nuclear power plants. The'effects of fossilfuled and
nuclear plants on the env reviewed as isironment are

additional

the role of nuclear power in helpi
to

im.ng

vironmental quality. (Teacher' as Guide
prove en-

plement Kit available) (Consumers Powert51)d
Film Sup-

Oi tritan's Fact Finder (brochure)
)

Provides information on exploration, dirilling and
production, transportation, refining' -orxeting, and

,

several other topics. (Associated Petroleum Industries)

Pages, aPower for Progress (booklet) 16
classroom quantities

vailable in

Grades: 4-9

This cartoon booklet illustrates the experien ces of a high
school science class on a field trip f° the

Rock

Plant. The story includes a brief introducitniofonrmtoattihoen
center at Consumers Power's Big

1.

P

6dington Plant, and the Palisades tsJuclea'r

a

(Teacher's Guide available) (Consumers Power)

Power When You Need It (folder) 6 pages, ilable
in classroom quantities

Grades: 7-12

Meeting peak demands.is one of the key r ilities
of an electric power system. This full-colorspfoolndsei ds-
cribes peaking power" and tells how gas turbine elec-
tric generating plants utilize jet aircraft engines to help .
meet daily and emergency surges in dema nd for p wer
in Michigan. Schematic diagram 'of a gas tor ine
generator unit is included. (Teacher s Guide available)
(Consumers Power)

A Powerful Friend (Multi-media kit)

Grades: K-3

In a series of three sound filmstrips Frankli n the mule,
teaches a young friend about power ond ci

shows how electricity, through its many u seenergy
pd

s, becomeii,

3 7
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Powerful Friend". The kit includes "n activityoriented,
fun song for the class, sung (at led) by actor musician
Joel Corey. Also im luded (1 Teacher's Guide aj,d three
activity sheets printed on duplicating &pint masters. The
soundtracks for the filmships (Ind OW Power Song orn On
a 33 1 3 /pm disc pulsed for both manual and automatic
equipent. -A Powerful Fr iend" acquaints students with
concepts of ener,gy, power, electricity, natural gas, en
vironment, pollution and recycling. (To media centers)
(Consumers Power)

Seven Ways to Reduce Fuel Consumption in
Household Heating... through Energy Conservation
(brochure)

(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,
1973, nd.)

The Story of Natural Gas Energy (booklet) 48 pages,
available in classroom quantities

Grade: 7-adult

This comprehensive booklet explains how natural gas
was formed and discovered, where it is produced, how it
is brought from wells into homes and factories and the
many useful jobs it does today and may do tomorrow.
(Teacher's Guide available) (Consumers Power)

What Happens When You Turn on the ,I,Obt (book)

Ever wonder what happens, when you turn on the light?
Arthur Shay, noted author of books for the young
people, traces the route of electricity from the generator
through the substation to your home in a series of
interesting pictures and informative copy, (Consumers
Power)

The World of Energy (filinstrip/tape)

A series of -six filmstrip audio tape units dealing with
known sources of energy in the earth,

asP tiodorhtw nethem for heat, light, manufacfur traning, andppoa ,

more. Our fast-disappearing fossit fuels are probed, as
is` the potential nuclear power. Future energy sources
are also explored. (National Geog raphic Society, Dept.
1037, Washington, D.C. 20036)
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Milliken,,Hon. William G., Michigan: State of the State Message, Lan-
sing. Michigan, State of Michigan, January, 197A

MI liken, Hon. William G.. Special Mes'sage to the Legislature on Energy,
Lansing, Michigan, State of Michigan, November 26, 1973,

"New Energy Sources", World Environment Newsletter (included in
Saturday Rpview World), (February 2 and 23, 1974), pp. 47-50 and 29-32
respectively

Patterns of Energy Consumption in the United StaNs, Prepared for the
President's Office of Science and Technology, Stanford, California:Stanford
Research Institute. January, 1972

Subcommittee on the Environment, Committee on Interior and Insular
Affairs, U.S. House of Representatives. "America's Energy PotentiaLA Sum-
mary and Explanation", Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,
1973

Ralls, William R:;-"Conservation and Efficient Use of Energy: A State
Regulator's View" (Statement to the Joint Hearings on Conservation and Ef-
ficient Use of Energy, U.S. House of Representatives, July 10, 1973), Lan-
sing, Michigan: Michigin Public Service Commission, 1973

Wayne Oakland FedeTated Library System, Would You Believe.
Energy Crisis, Wayne, Michigan: The Library, May, 1973

Weinberg. A.M. and Hammond R.P., "Limits to the Use of Energy'.
American Scientist, Vol. 58, 1970, p. 412

'Why; We're Running Out of Gasoline'', Popular Science, Vol. 202, No. 4
1973); p. 82

qces of Help

G

Assolted,PetrOfeum Industries of Michigan, 930 Michigan National
Tower, La 7:;..ag, Michigan 48933

ice and consultation can be obtained through .ne:e resources:

ry Council for Environmental Quality, Executive Office of the
tate of Michigan, Lansing, Michigan

Center ak", nvironmental Quality, Michigan State University, East Lan-
c;_

sing, Michiga

Consumer Viatibe of M4igan, Energy Committee, 3251 7 Avondale,
Westland, Michigan 48185

Consumers P,6WetiCorrpany. E cational Services Program, 212 W.
Nilchigan Avenue,..lackson, Michiga 4920,1
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IV. HOW TO GET STARTED

aprooches.
conservation

Programs
should be developed through aEnergY

voriety of r
programs

can be initiated simultaniously
district, ot the 10(01 school level, and in le classroom. They-within the

shou oterdisdplinory in While each level and type of ac-ld be
tivit. .y will hove it.s Ow7 Porticular character, the purpose will be the

f:wild K ottitudes focused on the wise andsOrTie to "w'edge and
energy

nature.

effect;
Prudent ut,dizotion of

immediate and
heed for ms leading to the conservation ofThe ve progro

energy We can not afford to, nor docompelling.
for a

resources.

we need to,.w°it "9rond design" to start instructional activity.
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Proyided below are a set of guiding principles for establishing
energy conservation programs together wig.? suggested curriculum
development procedures at the district, loca school, and classroom
levels.

Guiding Principles for Establishing Programs*

Learnilt1. Objectives, and the Means to Ac-
comph Them Should be Determined and Specified
within Each Individual Classroom, School, and
School District in Terms of Their Unique Needs,
Interests, Concerns, Capabilities, and Resources.

Predetermined programs which are imposed on
teachers and students are self-limiting and contrary to
wise curriculum development. The unique difference in
style of teaching, variations in -readiness, range af
available resources, and differences.in student learning
styles which Occur should be taken into consideration in
programrclevelopment. Programs should be developed
to use the local environment and to meet local needs.

2. The Program Should Be Learner Focused.

Individual student differences should be accepted
and provided for. Student learning must be the end of
the education& effort. Only through a change in our
collective behavior can energy be conserved.

3. . The Program Should Provide for Students to be Aciive
Learners.

When students are active and use many or QIl of
their senses ta learn, le.orning is mbre.pervasive and las-
ting. StUaents wlio are actively involved in identifying
energy conservation problems within their community,
investigating the causes of these problems, .seeking
solutions tOthese problems, and working with others to
implement salutions to these problems will develop the.
skills necessaiy tO deal with future concerns.

*Adapted from "Environmental Education Guidelinesne, Michigan
Department of Education, November, 1973.
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4. The Program Should ,be Problem-Focused.

The major goal of energy conservation programs is
to deVelop and implement wise energy utilization prac-
tices. We should approach the .question af effective
energy conservation through problem-solving
procedures cfrmed at root causes. Without developing
programs and activities which deal with root problems,
we will continue to devise measures which fall short of
adequate problem resolution. Students need to develop
broad-based skills in decision making, attitude for-
mulation, values clarification, and taking action. Steps
involved in the problem-solving process are:

(1) Identifying and Defining the Issue

(2) Collecting Data

(3) Determiiiing Alternative Solutions

(4) Choosing an Effective Solution

. (5) Developing a Plan of Action

(6) Carrying out the Plan

5. The. Program Should Include Opportunities for Lear-
ning in all Three Learning Domains - Psychomotor,
Affective, and Cognitive.

The most important impact that students have will
be in terms of their actions. Students must be provided
with opportunities to examine and clarify their own
value systems and the *value systems of . others. They
shoutd have opportunities to acquire knowledge and to
increase skills and problem-solving ability:

6. The Program Should Recogriize the Teacher as a Par-
ticipant in the Program.

The teacher should be a part of the learning team,
not just a cOnveyor of facts and information. The teacher
should participate in learning experiences based
around each student's interest and capabilities. The
teacher becomes a resource person, exploring energy
conservalion issues and approaches with the students.

s 4 4
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7. The Program Should be Interdisciplinary.

The success Of-any energy conservation program
lies, in a great measure, upon the success with which it
can be integrated into the various CI.tS of the school
program. All subject matter and traininc areas are
related to and should be invoi,ed in energy conser-
vation. School programs opero.e as a discontinuous
field of categories in the main. The issi,e and c,,ncerns
iocluded in the consideration of energy conservation
brush aside artificial and arbitrary boundaries of the
school curriculum. No one has a "corner" on education
for energy conservation. If it is to be truly representative
of the breadth and scope of real life conditions, energy
conservation education must include the social, political,
cultural and economic influences on those conditions.
The program should be integrated into, and correlated
with, the existing school curriculum in all grade and sub-
ject matter areas, stressing wholeness rather than a
fragmented approach.

8. The Program Should Span the Curriculum, K-12.

All grade levels have a direa responsibility to
integrate energy conservation concepts into their cur-
ricula. The program should be designed to coordinate
efforts in each gra'de, requiring cooperative planning
between all levels of education including preschool,
elementary, secondary, and adult education. Energy
conservation education spans the entire formal
education of a student, as well as his informal education
(mass communications, community information
meetings, conversations, and so forth).

9. Teacher In-service Education Must be Emphasized as
Part of the Program Prior to, and During its Im-
plementation.

Teachers play a critical role in energy conservation
education. By initiating changes in his own classroom,
the teacher affects both the attitudes and knowledge of
students. A comprehensive in-service training program
for teachers will help increase thei: understandings,
interest, awareness, and instructional skills in the teach-
ing of energy conservation concepts and in all three
domains of learning.
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The instructional objectives s1auld be reviewed by the
P.rogram Advisory Committee as well as other staff
members and revised as approatiate.

5. The current status of energy conservation in the school
system should be assessed in terms of programs and
available resources. .

o
"R

A specific strategy for curriculum development and im-
plementation should be identified. (See the suggested
approaches for local school and classroom activit) which
follow.) The guiding principles indicated previously
should be followed in development of the curricular ap-
proach to be utilized. ..,_.-

7. Resources should be identified and the materials to.be
used in the program should be evaluated. These
mOterials should:

a. Provide far active involvement of the student.. Be apen-ended in nature and,.firicourage
student modification. '-.

c. Be relevant to the student (i.e., deal with ac-
tivities &id applications with the experience
and be of interest ta the student).

d. Shaw the .interdisdplinary nature of energyi conservation.
. ) . .

e, Be significant to and for the solution of energy
conservation problems. /

f. Be approprt ate ta the student's level of cognitive
and affective development.

8. In-service education programs for staff should be es-
tablished.

Individual schools should be assisted to develop their
own programs.

10. Instruments should be developed to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of the program.

4 7
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Instructional Activity Development at the Local School

It has been shown that the most effective unit for bringing about
inpructional change can be the individual school. Program im-
plementation at the local school can involve'short lines of interper-
sonal communications, concentration of resources, direct relationship
to the student and community, and a type of cohesiveness which can

provide the cement for developing programs which result in im-
prove.d student learning. Organizational arrbngements such as team
teaching and sharing of individual areas of expertise can also occur.

Community resources can be used.

A general pattern of local school program development in-

/cludes:

1. Forming a school staff committee to:

a. Review the current status of energy resources and
energy .conservation activity in the community,
school district, nation, and world.

b. Obtain information about what guidelines, goals
and objectives are available for instructional
programs in energy conservation.

c. Determine what instructional resources are
available for use in teaching about energy conser-
vation.

d. Involve other staff, students, and conimunity
members in determining what curricular areas, ex-
tra-curricula r activities, and community
-organizations would be the best vehicles for in-

clusion in- a-1 school-wide energy. conservation
program.

2. Providing an orientation on the nature and status of

energy resources os well as the goals and objectives of
energy conseivation programs to staff. Representative
examples of effective programs could be. shared (see

Section III for examples).

3. Conducting a brainstorming setsion among staff to
develop ideas which might be put into effect atthe local

school.

4 3
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4.. Determining the nature and pattern of instructional ac-
tivities related to energy conservation to take place
within the school's instractional program and in the
school community.

Instructional Activity Within the Classrocan

The teacher-student relationship is the most critical one in the
development of knowledge, skills, and attitudes by learners. The
teacher is the most significant single variable in student learning. Fur-
thermore, a supportive climate enhances motivation and reinforces
success experiences which will improve student achievement. Most
systematic approaches to instruction include the steps of:

1. Diagnosis of student capabiliiies and needs.

2. Prescription of appropriate, instructional approaches in
terms of content to be dealt with and methods to be em-
ployed.

3. Instruction by the teacher alone, by the teacher with
learning resources, or through media alone. Peer group
activities such as cross-age futoring and interest group-
ing can also be employed.

4. The effectiveridss of the instruction is tested, and. . .

5. Feedback from the evaluation process is used _to revise
the program.

In an area such as energy conservation other results that should
stem from local school activity are:

1. Sharing of effective programs with other schools and
district level personnel so that a bank of alternate prac-
tices can be built.

2. Evaluation of learning resources in terms of their instruc-
tional performance. The resulting information should be
shared with others involved in energy conservation
programs.

3. Sharing of community resources which are identified.

4. Sharing information about the nature and status of
energy resources.

4 9 ,
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APPENDIX

ENERGY RESOURCES: PRESENT ANP FUTURE

In -the period from 1950 to 1970 the demand for energy has
doubled. By the year 2000, experts tell us that we will be using three
times the energy we are now consuming. Where will it come from?

At the present time the sources of energy in the U.S. are: oil,
44%; natural gas, 33%; coal, 18%; hydroelectric power, 4%; nuclear
power, 1%. While reserves of these fuels are difficult to estimate, ex-
perts assess proven--recoverable fuel reserves as follows:

Coal: 500 years' supply
Oil:. 10 years' supply
Natural Gas: 11 years' supply
Shale Oil (in rock): 35-100 years' supply
Nuclear (uranium): 13 years' supply

COAL

The coal industry has a ;great chunCe to capitalize on the energy
crises. A recent advertisement by American Electric Power Company,
Incorporated in Time Magazine says, "Coal - good old reliable coal
can help solve the energy crises if America is determined to do so". .

despite such problems as "labor stability, price controls, hopper cars,
environmental resistance, new rit, and landmine develop me
reclamation.

Coal is not difficult to find. In fact, the U.S. has 40% of the
planet's known coal reserves. Half of this is considered to be
economically recoverable with existing know-how.

The trouble with using coal is that under present technological
conditions, the solution of one set of problems creates others. There is,
as yet, no successful way to burn it cleanly; converting it into a cleaner
gas or oil before burning is still neither efficient or commercially
feasible; the sulfur emmision standards included in the Federal Clean
Ai r Act of 1970 and in the guidelines of the Environmental Protection
Act cannot be met by the October, 1975 deadline. However, most
coal-burning utilities believe that they can solve these problems. One
approach is the use of low sulphur coal.

Research is underway on four possible solutions to more effec-
tive coal utilization: (1) stack-gas scrubbers to remove sulfur dioxide
from the effluent gases of burning coal; (2) conversion of coal to low-

Time Magazine, February 11, 1974, p. 25:
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BTU gas; (3) conversion of high sulfur coal to sulfur- free coal or oil; (4)
gasification of coal into pipelit

ga
ie quality, high-BTU oefntehesey

solutions would provide some immediate answerstsa. Anythe
crises. Unfortunately, all are several years away from commercial
feasibility, although some scr inubbers have' been stalled by power
plants.

Other factors affecting coal utilization includ e tile variety of
coal types, strip mining and land reclamati non, stri
regulations, and long transportation distances.

gent mine safety

OIL

Oil has served as the nation's main energy source for many
years. Oil independence, a part of the U.S. total_ e
ficiency-by-1980 policy, iterated by President Nixo

- unl f sarfy-

20, 1974, radio address will have to bring about cha nged economics
and technology to close the energy gap. imports since the Arab em- I

bargo in the Fall of 1973 have been reduced from seven million
barrels to roughly four and three-tenths million barrels per day, a loss
of about 40% of the total oil imports.

The problems relating to oil shortages in the U.S. today are
ones dealing with adequate supply, distribution, and refining.

-

Petroleum products are an integral part of everyday life; yet most
consumers are unaware of their dependence on them. For example,
petroleum powers the transportation network, fa ctories, farms; it
heats homes and offices; ilifurnishes the lubricants to keep myriad
wheels turning; it paves streets; it is the raw material from which
about 3,000 products are made. These products include drugs (as-
pirin, for example), detergents, plastici bags and food wrap,4a0
lipstick, nylon, anti-freeze, film, paint, adheilve r

fume, ball point pens, explosives, saccharine, vita
s, insecticides, pe-
mins, matches, fer-

tilizers, soap, radio and TV tubes, telephones, floor tile, F;honograph
records, urethane padding for furniture, plastics (bottles dishes/ f ur-
niture), shoes and shoe soles, synthetic rubber.

The
industries in-

,

volved in the manufacturing of these products form o
economy of the country.The lay-offs attributed to

thevietanleprgayrt corfistehse,

particularly to the lack of petroleum, are creating a major economic
crises.

Incentives for finding and developing domestic oil and building
domestic refineries seem imperative. Public accepta nce of refineries ,

in suitable places where unwarranted environmental A

be controlled also seems necessary. Basic research
uestruction can
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and properties of petroleum, its occurrence and recovery, on im-
proving the recoverable energy available from petroleum, on ex-
panding and enhancing technological processes and equipment and

:on findihg new energy sources will most likely raise costs, but will help
to meerdernands of the foreseeable future.

.*
OIL FROM SHALE AND TAR SANDS

Oil shale is widely available, m leral lands. Tracts
of 5000 acres each, recently le M4corado, Utah, and
Wyoming, -are thought to have 1,8 biHi. barrels of recoverable ca
Potentially the shale oil available in the nited States is considered to
be forty times greater than the proved il reserves, including those in

'Alaska. The difficulty is separating the oil from the shale.

A promising solution to supplementing oil may be the tar sands
of Canada. The Athabasca deposits are thought to contain eighty
million barrels of oil recoverable by methods now in uses A subsidiary
of Sun Oil Company has been operating there at a loss since 1967. A
large United States controlled consortium, Syncrude, expects to be
producing oil from these tar sands by 1978.

The problems facing oil extraction from shale or sand are
severe. For example, it takes 1.4 tons of high grade shale to produce
a barrel (42 gallons) of oil, and 1.2 tons are left as waste. Fur-
thermore, the spent shale has a volume that is one-quarter larger
then the shale originally mined. The sheer volume of raw materials
dictates extraction and processing where the shale is found. It is
evident that obtaining oil from shale will create visual, air, and water
pollution problems. The process will require huge amounts of ater
and extensive environmental damage control measures due tb toxic
by-products such as mercury, lead, and cadmium, which may be -

dumped into rivers.

The extracting of oil from tar sands creates these same
problems. However, the tar sand land is spongy and sticky,Jimiting
alternative land uses, and in Canada's Athabasca fields adequate
water is presently available.

Since the energy emergency, research has been stepped-up
both in recovery of oil from shale and tar sands and in making the
process economically competitive. Both the risks and the inital capital
investment are high in this process.
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NATURAL GAS

"If imported oil is the problem that has brought the energy
situation to the critical stage, it is the government's awn natural gas
policies that lie at the root of the energy shortage."' So says a special
report in Business Week in the Spring of 1973. It points to the dis-
couraging pf exploration for natural gas over the past- decade
because of taxes and controlled wellhead prices; it cites the Federal
Power Commission's controls on gas prices paid by interstate
pipelines arid its responsibility for keeping gas prices well below
those of other fuels; it states that-a gas shortage:was inevitable and
would start a chain reaction throughout the nation's energy supply
system.

If natural gas is, indeed, the identifiable root of the energy
problem, solutions may still be difficult. The gas industry has three
major segments the producers, the pipeline, and the distribution.
Each segment appears to have difficult priorities and approaches.to
the energy shortage. Among the solutions suggested are: (1) in-
creased prices; (2) further leasing of government-owned offshore
tracts on the Gulf and Atlantic coasts; (3) development of potential
Alaskan supplies; (4) increased exploration for undiscovered domes-
tic gas esti mated by experts to be at 1,100 trillion cubic feet; (5)
utilization af liquified natural gas piped from wells to reforming
plants like the one in Marysville, Michigan; (6) coal gasification; and
(7) underground nuclear fractioning to release gas from tight,
impermeable rock formation.

Gas is a clean burning, convenient fuel. It heats half cif our
homes, produces about one fourth of the nation's electricity, and
fuels nearly 49 percent of industrial production. It is an important
energy resource and a valusOble resource for non-energy uses such as
the manufaCture of fertilizers and chemicals. To avert further energy
problems, it appears necessary that the gas industry be permitted
and encouraged to develop the domestic potential of existing
natural gas resources.

HYDROELECTRIC POWER I

Hydroelectric power is another source of energy. Today, most of
the feasible saurces of water power, with the possible exceptions of
tides and ocean currents, have already been used to their full extent.
The amount af water power energy is expected to dwindle in com-
parison to other energy sources:

2"Special Report: Enough Energy if Resources are Allocated Right,"
Business Week, April 21, 1973, p: 51.
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unique hydroelectric power plant was compleled in 1973 in
Michigan. The pumped storage hydroelectric plant in Ludington .is
tKe largest plant of its kind in operation in the world. It iibapable of
producing 1,872,000 kilowatts of power to meet peak demands of
electricity. It operates by using electricity from other plants during
hours of low electrical usage (at night) to pump water from Lake
Michigan to 9 'storage pond built above the lake. As demands for
energy rise during the day, the water irithe storage pond is released
to flow back through the plant's generators to produce electric
power.

NUCLEAR POWER: BURNER REACTORS

While nuclear power may be one of the best answers to the tong
range energy crises, there is little chance that it can do much to help
the shortage in the next few years. Local blockades, environmental
concern, and licensing red tape have stretched the lead time for
nuclear plant completion from five to'ten years. At the present time
there are 39 plants in operation in the United States, 55 being
constructed and 114 under contract. By 1984 it is possible for 208
nuclear plants to be producing electricity. The cost of these plants is
about $500 million today compared to $375 million for a coal-fired
plant with stack scrubbers. Since nuclear fuel (uranium) is much
cheaper, the total cost of a nuclear plant will be less expensive than a
coal installation.

Although the production of nuclear energy is a rapidly emerg-
ing technology which may eventually help meet future energy
demands, it is still fraught with environmental and public relations
concerns. It may be conceded that some of the current controversy
over "nuclear garbage" may be the result of widespread adverse
publicity about a new field.9f technology. However, the problem of
waste disposal of radioactivekmaterials produced in nuclear fission
continues to be explored and must be resolved for the long term.
Present storage methods include. placing -the radioactive., waste
solutions in large underground tank's. TheSe tanks are monitored for
security and have the advantage of being accessible if their contents
are found through future research to have economic potential.
Future storage methods will include conversion of these liquid wastes
to solids for per'manent vault storage.

The Atomic Energy Commission has instituted safety standards
for nuclear power plants in terms of the power plant systems, core
cooling, siting away from places where earthquakes may occur, and
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in specifying regulations necessary to meet licensing requirements.
Such standards and their constant monitoring and revision should
create greater public confidence and perhaps increase the role of
nuclear power en-rgy in solving the long:range energy crises.

NUCLEAR POWER: BREEDER REACTOR

A breeder reactor is a nuclear reactor designed both to produce
power and te breed new fuel at the same time. When fissionable
uranium or plutonium is "burned" or fissioned in such a reactor, the
amount of fuel produced from non-fissionable matelials in the reac-
tor exceeds the original fuel placed in the reactor. The Enrico Fermi
Nuclear Generating Station near Monrbe, Michigan, was operated
as a breeder reactor in a pilot demonstration during the late 1960's.
It has since been closed down. Present predictions are that the Atomic
Energy Commission hopes to have a commercial demonstration plant
operable by the mid 1980's. The USSR, France, and Great'Britian are
currently producing electricity in breeder reactors. The same safety
and environmental concern& noted for burner reactors exists for
breeder reactors.

NUCLEAR POWER: THERMONUCLEAR FUSION

Fusion power is another torm ot nuclear energy. Thermonuclear
fusion is the process which occurs,when heavy forms of hydrogen
deuterium and tritiuM are heated to such high temperatures that
they "fuse" to form new atoms (e.g., helium). In the process a large
amount of energy may be use as heat for power productions. The
energy available from this source would be inexhaustible f
deuterium alone were used, since one out of every 7000 molecules of
water (H20) is a heavy water molecule (D20) containing an atom of
deuterium. Thus, the oceans contain sufficient quantities to last for
millions of years.

The potential advantages to fusion power are: (1) virtually inex-
haustible supply of fuel; (2) less radioactive wastes than those
produced by nuclear fission; (3) higher energy efficiency; and (4)
greater'safety in operation.

The disadvantages of thermonuclear fusion lie in the complex
technology surrounding the process. Scientific, engineering, and
economic feasibility must ,be demonstrated before fusion power is
possible. The first electricity from fusion probably could not be ex-
pected to be provided by utility companies until about the year 2000.
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GEOTHERMAL POWER

Geothermal energy is another alternative source of electric
power. Power from geothermal energy is generated using the
-nottrftresteitn or hot water trapped in the earth to' turn a turbine-
generator. Geysers, such as those at Yellowstone National Park and
in Northern California, ore examples of natural steam and hot water
which escape from the earth. In California, utilities are operating,
building or planning geothermal steam plants. Those currently
operating in the United States account for about 1% of our present
electrical capacity.

Although steam geothermal energy is considered by some to be'
the cleanest source of energy around, it too, has problems. Its ef-
ficiency is low (15-25 percent); thermal pollution is as much as six
times greater than in fossil fuel plants; the steam contains pollutants
such as hydrogen sulfide which shOuld be eemoved or returned to the
earth; drilling and venting is extremely noisy.

Hot water sources of geothermal opergy are more abundant
than steam. However, there are no geothermal hot water plants in
this country. Problems of corrosion, dogging, scaling, and pollutants
have not yet been solved.

The largest source of geothermal energy consists of hot dry rock
deep iii the earth. If this energy could be extracted and used at the
earth's suicce, it.could potentially solve all of our energy needs for
centuries Tt- eoretically this energy could be tapped just by drilling
sufficiently deep holes from any point on earth. Present concepts in-
volve fracturing the hot rock either hydraulically or by nuclear
devices and pc ssing cold water through the cracks. Ti4tesultant hot
water or steam would be drawn off at the top to pro-duce electricity.
No such processes ard currently operating; although hydraulic frac-
turing is a developed technology in natural gas recovery.

SOLAR EN4GY

Solar energy is electric power generated by using the energy of
sunlight falling On the earth. It is a continually renewable source
which is now being used in earth satellites and space vehicles to sup-
ply electrical power for instruments and communicoiions equipment
as well as for heat and water in pilot demonstrations in the United
States and overseas.
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Solar energy can be converted to electricity by: (1) direct solar
heating of water to form steam to ative a 'turbine-generator; (2)
direct conversion using solar cells; (3) thevmoelectric generators
which produce electricity from the solar heating of the junction of two
metals; (4) thermionic generators which produce electricity f, solar
heated electrodes in a vacuum; (5) burning solar orocijced
hydrogen in° an engine or turbine driven generator.

About two dozen expenmental solar, structures have been built
around the country. Four public schools (in Osseo, Minnesota; South
Boston,/ Massachusetts; Warrenton, Virginia; and Timonium,
Maryland) will be equipped with solar heating systems in 1974. The
orbiting of a solar satellite to collect the sun's rays without disruption
by the earth's atmosphere, clouds, or darkness is being investigated
by Arthur D. Little Corporation. The University of Arizona has begun
a pilot operation of a "solar farm", a series of desert collections
connected with pipes to a plant where water is heatetl to create
steam for tU'rbines:' IBM, DuPont, Honeywell and many other com-
panies are engaged in solar research.

Even optimistic forecasts concede only small scale commercial
operations of solar power installations in the near future. The clean,
renewable, and abundant nature of solar energy, together with ris-
ing costOof other fuels, will provide strong incentive for extensive
utilizatioii of this energy s'aurCe by the end of the century.

WIND POWER

The winds Which are generated by solar heating, contain
energy roughly, c6fnparable to our present energy consumption.
Although wind power is intermittent in mosfareas, windmill-powered
systems to generate electricity could be feasible in special localities,
e.g., the Great Plains.

The main effort on harnessing wind energy is the Sandusky
windmill, a project of the National .Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration, which expects to provide a low-cost model that can be
mass produced. Also, several Oregon utility companies are-inves-
tigating the use of blustering ocean winds to produce electricity.

OCEAN THERMAL GRADIENTS

The ocean can become a solar collector by using the thermal
gradients of the sea to power a low pressure turbine. However, the
location of the plant would be too distant from consuming centers to
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c, transmit the electric power directly. A practical demonstration of this
principal has not yet occured.

WASTE

The great attraction for using waste as a source of energy is that
it is there. No exploration is required to firid it; only means to get rid
of it or to utilize it efficiently are needed. Three methods of conver-
ting waste materials to energy are possible: combustion, gasification
and liquification, and fermentation.

The combUstion method is being used in Milan, holy, to run
streetcars and subways; in Philadelphia, Penn Sylvania, to produce
briquettes for heating; in Pontiac, Michigan, by General Motors to
furnish the energy needed by its truck and coach division; and in
Nashville, Tennessee, to provide heating and air conditioning. The
Coors Brewery, outside of Denver, Colorado, is experimenting with a
gasification project f ueled entirely by municipal trash and garbage.
There are approximately 2500 small bio-gas installations in East Asia
where waste prod ucts are fermented to produce methane gas as an
energy source.

MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS (MHD)

Another possible method of producing ejectric energy is

magnetohydrodynamics (MHD). MHD produces electricity by forcing
a hot ionized gas past a magnetic field and drawing off electrons to
form electric current. MHD is still in the stage of fundamental resear-
ch.

'FLOWER POWER

Growing plants specifically for burning (after sun dryirN and
shredding) has been proposed as a means of storing solar energy
photosynthesis) and then _reclaiming it by combustion'. The very loW''
efficiency of photosynthesis makes this an unlikely energy source.
However, sunflowers and sugar cane are plants being tested for such
use. Growing grain for alcohol production is also inefficient in terms
of energy production. In any case, at the present time'there is not
enough excess crop land to produce a significant amounf-Of such
fuel. It would seem more logical to utilize lumbering and agricyltu?al
wastes that already exist. It seems imprObable that-flower poWer will
come info commercial use.
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